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CLAW – the Cleveland Leather Annual Weekend – is set to take place April 25-28, 2019. This
event is an orgy of instruction and participation in the most depraved and dangerous sex acts
imaginable. The focus is on bondage, sadomasochism, fisting, scat play, master/puppy play, and
other horrific practices. Almost all the attendees are men. Most identify as “gay” or “bisexual.”
The venue is the downtown Cleveland Westin (216-771-7700). Other hotels hosting CLAW
events and guests are the Cleveland Marriott (216-736-7009), Aloft (216-400-6469), and
Hampton Inn (216-241-6600).

Online advertisement for the 2018 event.
In 2018, MassResistance, Americans for Truth about Homosexuality, Coach Dave Daubenmire,
and Wisconsin Christian News exposed the event last year. We were able to get only one
“mainstream” conservative outlet, American Thinker, to take note.
The authorities in Cleveland, once alerted, had no interest in halting the event. In fact, the
event proceeded with the support of Cleveland’s Mayor and business community.
In the hopes of halting the 2019 event, we profile one of CLAW’s premier instructors here.

Richard A. Sprott, PhD - Instructor on Humiliation, Scat (feces play),
and Mental Health of BDSM Practitioners
CAUTION: Graphic and Repulsive
This is a profile of just one of the workshop instructors at the BDSM convention, CLAW, held the last
weekend of April at the downtown Cleveland hotels.
Richard Sprott holds a Ph.D. in developmental psychology from the University of California at Berkeley
where he is currently an “Honored Instructor” in behavioral health sciences. Sprott presented three
workshops at CLAW 2018:
•
•
•

BDSM humiliation
Scat (feces play)
Mental health issues of BDSM practitioners

Sprott’s bio says he’s a “leather daddy” with a husband, three “slaves,” a dog, and a pup – his “leather
family.” (It’s not clear if his “dog” and “pup” refer to humans or animals, but in light of BDSM “puppy”
play, we would guess it refers to humans.)

Watch the video of his lecture on humiliation given at the San Francisco Leathermen’s Discussion Group.
Below is the description of his lecture at CLAW 2018.

Here is one panel from his lecture outline on humiliation (was linked at “View class materials”):
•
•
•
•

Humiliation Play is about playing with power, especially
It is a deep form of psychological play (similar to mindfucks, interrogation scenes, etc)
and needs to be respected as such
Remember to denigrate aspects/behavior that you actually value or like; avoid
topics/areas that the person is most insecure about
Learn psychological first aid and plan on aftercare

What exactly might “aftercare” entail? It’s easy to imagine that a person subjected to BDSM abuse will
experience some level of trauma. CLAW even posted a flyer (“Event Drop Brochure”) on suicide
prevention for its attendees. (Page 1 of 2 shown below.)

Research indicates a high level of suicidality among “men who have sex with men” – with various
estimates showing from two to six times the risk seen in the general population. Levels of anxiety
disorders and depression are also higher.

In Sprott’s CLAW workshop (below) on the mental health of BDSM practitioners, he notes that their selfreported attempted suicide rate was five times that of the general population. (Yet the American
Psychiatric Association declassified BDSM as a mental illness in the 2013 DSM-5!)

The “View Class Materials” link in the workshop description leads to Sprott’s research outline: “A state
of mind, a state of heart: How Mental Health Challenges Intertwine with BDSM and Power Exchange
Relationships.”
He notes these concerns on the psychological and physical health of BDSM practitioners:
•
•
•
•
•

16% have been hospitalized for a mental health concern
36% are currently taking medication for a mental health condition
25% have attempted suicide
40% had been treated for anxiety in past 12 months
39% had been treated for depression in past 12 months

Compared to the general population, BDSM practitioners have:
•
•
•
•

10 times the incidence of HIV infection
almost twice the rate of Hepatitis C
2.5 times the incidence of major depression
2.6 times the incidence of PTSD

Below is a table from Sprott’s outline:

Returning to Sprott’s workshop on “humiliation” play, he lists what he calls “HOT” themes (implying
they are recommended):
•
•
•
•

Dirt (taboo)
Objectification (consensual non-consent)
Weakness (power)
Public Display (shaming, exposure)

What this actually means in practice can be seen in another area of Sprott’s expertise, scat (feces play).
His workshop “Scat: Beyond Brown” at CLAW 2018 was given in a conference room at the Hampton Inn.
(It was co-taught by “Piglet.”)

He includes the photos below in his lecture as models to emulate. They illustrate humiliation via beating
– notice the reddened buttocks – and forced consumption of feces and urine in a filthy toilet.

Here is an explanation of scat from a “gay” men’s guide to sex practices (sponsored by the “leading
British AIDS charity”). Note that scat is referred to as a form of sex.
Scat involves playing with shit, smearing it on your or his body, and sometimes eating
it. It can also mean just getting off on seeing another guy dump his load. “Farming” is
taking shit from public toilets to play with.
Men can be drawn to scat precisely because it provokes such a strong negative
reaction in others. Lovers of scat might get a kick from stepping over what for most
people is the line between what’s OK and what’s too extreme. Scat is perhaps the
ultimate in sex without limits or inhibitions.
Sprott gave a glimpse into his personal torture chamber (“dungeon”) in this photograph of a man he
“humiliated” in a “scene” involving head shaving – which “objectified” the man as “subhuman.” Note
the paddles, belts, lashes, and whips hanging on Sprott’s wall:

The ultimate in BDSM humiliation objectification may be fisting. There were several workshops at CLAW
2018 on this incredibly dangerous practice, including live demonstrations. (The claim in the description
that it can be done safely is a lie.)

CLAW 2017 published the photos below of fisting devices and graduated-size plugs (for “anal training”)
available in their vendor hall.

CLAW also rented equipment at the hotel so attendees they could practice in their private hotel rooms.
Included were seats and slings for fisting and rimming, flogging racks, plus a vendor hall full of lashes,
whips, paddles, ropes, chains, puppy masks and tails, lubricant, etc.

Might some of the attendees have a hard time recovering after all the abuse they took at the
conference? Even Dr. Sprott admits this is a problem. In the document that accompanied his “State of
Mind – Mental Health” presentation, he notes the downers (“drops”) many BDSM practitioners will
experience after the “highs” at their parties. This can take the form of “blues” including emotions of
“loss, grief, bereavement, numbness, disorganization, despair, denial, anger, depression.” Some will
experience a “high-intensity stress response” after the event which can include “fear, intense anger,
freeze,” or they may dissociate, depersonalize, feel "out of body" or that "this is a dream."
It makes one wonder how these men are functioning in normal society after participating such events.
Might it explain the anger one often senses in many homosexual activists?
Dr. Sprott’s participation as an expert in the BDSM underworld is no doubt a flower in his cap at U Cal
Berkeley.
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